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Richard Perry,  

19 Yerbury Street,  

Trowbridge,  

Wiltshire. BA14 8DP 

His Majesty, 

King Charles III 

Buckingham Palace, London. SW1A 1AA          

                                                    

                                                                                  9th January 2023 International Tracked Mail 

 

RE: United Kingdom terrorism, severe cruelty, crimes against humanity and the £25 billion 

intellectual property theft and fraud of my lifetime’s pioneering work and unprecedented 

achievements. 

 

Your Majesty King Charles III, 

 

My name is Richard Perry.  

As you are aware, I am an inventor and was a highly successful entrepreneur and business owner.  I 

was defrauded by the United Kingdom in bed with US firms that are going around the world 

undermining economies and bribing and corrupting Government Departments and using UK law 

firms to help them do it. 

Since the passing of the Queen earlier this year, this is my first letter to the Palace about this situation 

regarding the very severe fraud and corruption of my intellectual property rights, as well as Human 

Rights abuses, extreme cruelty, mental torture and crimes against humanity. I have suffered an 

inhumane loss at the hands of your Country. An unwanted animal wouldn’t have been treated as 

badly as I have been. This situation has been going on for over a decade and I ask for swift and 

immediate action to be taken. 

It has been suggested that I write to the Palace yet again, and to you directly as King, because I was 

told that the Palace is meant to be sympathetic. As Head of State it should be a duty to fully 

investigate this issue which should be one of the highest priorities in the Country. Innovation has 

been completely destroyed by your Government aiding and abetting giant firms that just want to take 

everything they can from every economy they can until they move off to find their next victim. 

Over the last 8 years I have been continuously bringing this to the attention of the Palace through 

dozens of letters I have sent by registered post.  Nobody ever acknowledges them or replies, nobody 

ever offers any support or any legal help.  Your own Secretary has even been married and changed 
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her surname in the time I have been writing to you as Prince and now as King. I expect most of my 

letters never even reached the Queen and were just slung into the bin along with any dignity or 

respect for me and my value and my life.   

Your Government and Treasury has gained hundreds of millions to billions of pounds in revenues 

and recognition off of the back of my backbreaking work and investment, my thriving successful 

worldwide business, market leading products and patents which I built from scratch, using my talent 

and creativity which I invested into the United Kingdom in GOOD FAITH. My products and talent 

have supported businesses and hundreds of millions of people around the world, created new markets 

and industries, pioneered new areas in engineering and construction and has opened up pathways for 

new methods of agriculture and products in the medical industries. My work and success has also 

inspired a countless number of others to do something positive with their lives and has gained 

international recognition; but not for me – only for the criminals that have defrauded me alongside 

your corrupted and ill-intentioned Government and it’s disgraceful ludicrous leadership. I would 

write to the Prime Minister again if I knew who that is going to be next week! LOL. 

After years of malicious and criminal civil proceedings against me to try and stop me from enforcing 

my IP rights, I’ve been left bankrupted and impoverished, having been battered and left suffering to 

such an extent that I have been depersonalised, numbed to the value of life. I don’t know how I’ve 

managed to survive and how I’m still alive.  

Every waking minute of every day I feel the trauma and sorrow of the unimaginable loss and horror I 

have suffered. The events are going around and around in my mind trying to rationalise and find 

reason why your Government and those in Authority and power have allowed this absolute terrorism 

to have been dragged out for over a decade, whilst they just look on in jubilation with a disdain for 

anyone that makes a success of anything.  

Below is a very brief history of what I had accomplished followed by an also very brief history of the 

crime that has be inflicted upon me. I have illustrated my journey through pictures so that you can 

see very clearly the achievement I made and the suffering I have endured. 

Just to present to you a very small slice of my life and work I have added some photos of my 

products and thriving international business that was destroyed. There are some photos of patent 

defrauded products and counterfeits being sold across the U.S and worldwide by the suspect firms. 

As this has been my lifetime’s work, my history and career goes back decades. What I am showing 

you is literally a miniscule and absolute fraction of what I have created, achieved and accomplished. 

I did it on my own, without any help or any financing or backing and by using my sheer talent and 

relentless self motivation to make these extraordinary achievements.  

If you take some time to reflect upon what it must take to create worldwide market leading products 

from scratch that people love and actually buy and not just pie in the sky junk, pioneer new areas of 

industry and, enhance the lives of hundreds of millions of people without any funding or help, then 

you may be able to eventually understand how phenomenal and staggering my achievement is. It’s 

the ‘without funding or any backing’ part that makes it a staggering and phenomenal achievement. 

Probably almost unprecedented. Not even a loan or overdraft and starting off with less than £100.  

As one can imagine it took many many years of relentless backbreaking work to achieve an 

international business without ANY debts! It all started in 2001 from just an idea I had scribbled on a 
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beer mat in a pub after work when I was running my construction business and trying to find easier 

and more efficient ways of working. It has been my love and passion, and a gift I’ve been given.  I 

recognise I have a talent in innovation and I have put it to good use. 

In my early 20’s I had started working on a range of pet related products and filed my first patent on 

those ideas but they never made it to market because I was a young man without any money and 

nobody wanted to fund me. My Fencebrackets® were my next range of products that actually made 

it to market and have sold in many millions of units around the world. It took me four years just to 

get to market because of having to save up the money for all the prototyping R&D, testing etc. 

 

Fencebrackets® 

My Fencebrackets® were my first range of products I actually took successfully to market. I have 

created products for other areas prior to this but dropped most of them due to financing.  

           

             

Above: 2009: two or three shipments later after 2006 launch the orders are growing fast!  I also 

featured in the Wiltshire Times Business as the newspaper had heard of my new products. It was 

exciting and I was full of energy and enthusiasm for my new adventure and journey. I was aiming for 
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the stars and could see unlimited potential.  I had an incredible excitement about seeing my work and 

struggle starting to come to life and bear fruit. 
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I attended my first trade Exhibition and potential customers were asking how I would display my 

Fencebrackets® in their stores and so I had to design and produce a range of display stands for retail. 

They were updated and renewed over the following 8 years or so and were a prominate display that 

attracted customer and boosted the sales. See below: 
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Above: Display stands and packed Fencebrackets® being delivered to customers 2007. 

Over the following 5 years I struggled and struggled building up my business which became 

international. I had a very large UK retail listing of around 800 retail outlets. I had several 

distributors signed up and the business was going worldwide. I still didn’t have any funding or 

backing or financing.  B&Q finally got on board and only after 10 years and realising that customers 

were going to other stores to buy fencing so that they could buy my Fencebrackets® to install it. I 

supplied B&Q (UK equivalent of Home Depot) for about 3 years. On the very first order B&Q 

ordered more than they wanted to and within two weeks of delivery to their stores the stock had sold 

out completely. I had achieved their Gold standard of sales. I still don’t actually know what that 

means but they reordered and I continued supplying them until the Defendants corrupted them and 

destroyed my relationship with B&Q. They would not re-order after that. However, my sales were 

growing year on year. I had sold over 3 million of my Fencebrackets® before I was defrauded. 

   

Above: 2014. Years later after launch in 2006, an example of one order of my Fencebrackets® for 

600 retail outlets spanning one end of a warehouse to another. I sold over 3 million of my 

Fencebrackets® and changed the way people installed fencing in the UK.  The UK Government is 

still today allowing criminally run firms to sell patent defrauded products and counterfeits 

stolen/derived from my patents and investment which has completely wiped out my amazing 

business and achievement. My business would be global now. 
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Above: Me in my workshop around 2009                     Above right: Second warehouse full of orders. 

building up display stands. Absolutely crammed in, 

No room to move and enjoying every minute of it!  

I had a tiny little office at the back which was freezing  

cold and a warehouse full of orders. 

 

Above: Me outside my second warehouse after I built all my display stands for 

my Fencebrackets® retail outlets. There were about 800 in total. 
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Below: Designing my own barcode labels. 

              

I exhibited in the trade shows and designed, produced, installed and marketed the events myself. It 

was days of relentless tiring work and then after the three days of set up, then the three days of the 

show I had to dismantle everything, pack it all up, rush back to my workshop and start doing the 

sales calls and sending out the orders! It was a rush. It was a great excitement and enjoyment seeing 

my business and success grow.  In all the years trading I never had a single returned or faulty product 

and I have many letters from customers complimenting me on my success and how my products 

have enhanced their lives. 

 

     

Above: Exhibition show 2011 (I think).                    Above: Exhibition 2014. 

When I attended my very first tradeshow it was intimidating. I could only afford a space the size of a 

desk. Literally. I wish I had taken photos of it. I must have looked like a real underfunded start up. 

As the business grew I became more active and adventurous with my exhibition stands.  

 

 

RafterClips®:  

I had designed and pioneered a new way of retaining insulation between rafters in lofts. I was the 

first in the world to do it and when my patent searches came back there was nothing on file for any 

other invention, anything like it, anywhere in the world. I designed an entire range (most not shown 

here).  
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Above: My Rafterclips® – an entire range of about 10 different fixings to hold insulation between 

rafters in attics/lofts. I hold over 120 designs on my range and pioneered the way to install insulation 

between rafters.  The story behind it was that I wanted to use Sheep’s wool as a new insulation 

around 2007. I found a product that was used to insulate sky scrapers and decided to import it. 
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However, after testing it in my loft there wasn’t any way of installing it so it led me on a whole 

adventure and journey of inventing fixings to be able to install the sheep’s wool. I branded it 

‘Sheepsulation’ and registered the trademark in the UK and US. I branded the fixings ‘RafterClips’ 

and the UK IPO granted the registration. I had to formulate and gain approval for my own customs 

tariffs because nobody had ever done anything like it and HM Customs didn’t even have an import 

category for it. 

Criminals have copied the designs and patents and have marketed them around the world using my 

trademarked name ‘RafterClips’. This is serious fraud. The United Kingdom refuse to do anything at 

all to prevent it or compensate me and then destroyed all of my UK patents. Government 

Departments conspiring with one another to destroy investments and innovation so that US firms can 

defraud it. Same as with my Fencebrackets® and Railman®.  

 

Sheepsulation®: (see Sheepsulation.com) 

 

 

 

 

  

 

I spent 2 years inventing the name and branding and trademarking and building a relationship with the 

foreign manufacturer. I tested the product in lofts and monitored the performance. It had an R value (heat 

rating) about 8 times better than fibreglass insulation and took up to 15 minutes longer to start burning if it 

could even catch on fire. It was a very safe and improved natural resource product. Oddly enough you 

(HRH Prince Charles now King Charles III) had visited the WuXi factory merely 6 months before I did. 
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Above: The branding and brochures I designed. I went around the Wiltshire hillsides taking photos 

of sheep.  

I was asked by the Chinese manufacturer to head up their European distribution but by that time I 

had already been defrauded and my war had started. The project fell apart. 

 

Railman® Fence Rail Clamp Tool:  

This was a tool designed to help one person working alone to install fences and beams, poles, etc. by 

suspending them through an adjustable strap. It was fabulous. I have used it for many years trialling 

it and testing it around the world. It was thrilling. And again when my patent searches came back 
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there wasn’t anything at all anything like it anyway. This is true and proper innovation- not copying 

and modifying and stealing from others because I’m too dumb to be able to think of anything for 

myself – original invention from my skill and talent.  Below – Preparing for the tradeshow around 

the day I had the UK patent granted. Me holding the certificate. 

 

 

Above: This is an early version of my Railman® tool. Patented in the UK and under US 13/751, 174 

was filed and pending worldwide. 
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The above is a mere fraction of only a few of my products and history. There are boxes of 

innovations and photographs of what I was doing over the 15 years and memoirs in storage.  Stacked 

in storage where I’m unable to see it or enjoy it.  The above doesn’t include any of my work with my 

Plantladders® range of gardening products nor my other dozens of construction and agricultural 

related projects which were also destroyed by the US and UK Patent Offices who are in bed with 

criminally run worldwide firms.   

I have an entire history and inspiring story about how I started off and how I made it. I wrote all of 

my own patents, I created all of my own marketing and brands, I developed, trialled and tested all of 

my own products before launching them, I took my products to market myself and I sold them in 

millions of units around the world. I travelled around the world developing and setting up 

distribution and manufacturing.  

I also developed and maintained international business relationships with manufacturers and 

suppliers around the world. I designed all of my own barcodes, display stands, sales merchandise etc. 

I did all of my own photography and editing for my packaging and marketing. I learned foreign 

languages in order to build relationships with my suppliers.  

Below is a photo of myself in China with my manufacturer on a local tour of their factory and town: 
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Criminals don’t have a story except one of how they inflict suffering upon others.  I had one of the 

most prosperous entrepreneurial start ups in the UK and a business with unlimited potential. I also 

appeared on the front page of my local business newspaper. I had magazine advertising and users 

making YouTube videos gaining themselves recognition for my work whilst I got nothing. 

Despite being horrifyingly battered and mentally tortured by these circumstances, I still set up my 

own Foundation and have carried out projects to help others in terrible circumstances. Proof shown 

below. This is because I feel that it is the responsibility of having the gifts and talents I’ve been given 

to spread light and not evil. Most of my Foundation has also now been destroyed by the 

consequences of organised crime and crime families using patent offices around the world as money 

laundering shops and defrauding people of ideas and investments. Below is a collage of pics from 

my first Foundation project which I funded through my construction work and not my work in 

innovation as I had hoped. 

 

Client No.1 RV Project: 

I came across a 64 yea old man living in a tiny little car at the side of a riverbank. He hadn’t been 

able to lie down in a bed for over 15 years and was on the brink of death. He had been living in a car 

for 15 years. I bought him a Dodge Caravan and converted it into an RV with solar energy and 

sustainable power. I think I saved the man. It was a 6 month project and cost $15,000. Below: 2021. 

Richard Perry Foundation logo and pics of the RV van conversion project for the homeless man. 
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The finished van converted with cooking facilities, solar and power, heating, lighting, food storage 

and supplies, insulation, cargo space, warm clothes etc. as pictured above in the inventory. 

Everything one would need to survive. 

  

Above: 2021 Myself holding the Gift Letter for the homeless man transferring the van ownership to 

him. 
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Above: Signing off the van to the homeless man for him to have a home. 2021 Myself holding the 

Gift Letter for the homeless man transferring the van ownership to him. His name is Stephen and he 

was a head of department aircraft engineer/mechanic and corporate crime led to his situation.  

This project has now turned into a short film called ‘Client No.1’ and highlights the homelessness 

issues and what I wanted to achieve with my Foundation. My Foundation funded through my work 

in innovation which has been defrauded and ruined. Stephen has been living in the van for about 18 

months now. I still support him with hot food, help with fuel, operating the equipment etc. and 

offering compassion and friendship. It isn’t a pleasant life for him at all – living in a car in -15 

degree freezing snow etc…Seeing someone in those conditions haunted me and I decided to 

intervene and do something about it. It took me a year to earn the money and I did masive 

construction jobs to pay for it. It’s not the money – it’s about having purpose and meaning in life. 

 

I also carried on setting up my Foundation (the Richard Perry Foundation / 

www.richardperry.foundation) long before the mindless little clowns in the UK ever thought about 

Foundations and trying to get attention for themselves. I was in the process of setting up the PBSK 

(Pro Bono Soup Kitchen) which I intend to make worldwide. I have agricultural projects in mind and 

housing projects I will carry out. These projects have all been ruined and delayed by organised 

crime. 

        

 

http://www.richardperry.foundation/
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Other Pro Bono Work: 

I also did some pro bono work for a school. I invented a card holding board for Children to learn 

words: 

  

 

It would take me two full weeks to show and explain everything I’ve done over the last 20 years and 

the crime I’ve suffered has now delayed my work by over ten years. I am now so emotionally 

battered by this situation that I am unable to even talk about my work because of the sorrow, distress 

and mountain of emotion it raises. Every time I look back on my life and at everything I achieved in 

those years I am full of sorrow, hatred for the people that did it to me, and immeasurably saddened 

by the loss.  I should be looking at it with pride, pleasure and that great feeling of accomplishment. I 

wanted and expected to have at least bought my own home and be able to hang all of my patent 

certificates on the wall – showing off my accomplishments and career and feeling proud and satisfied 

that I spent my time well. I even had my own property and sold it to invest the money into my 

products and business.  Instead I am shy and ashamed to talk about my work or even mention it 

because of all the years of having to listen to cruel and spiteful comments about why I am so poor 

and how I am such a loser for being left with nothing and whilst being degraded, mocked and 

belittled. I am frighted to look at emails and answer my door and often I cannot look at letters from 

the Government, Police or Patent Offices for months at a time because it is so terrifying and so 

tragic. It makes it worse when they are sending fraudulent letters refusing any help when they know 

I’ve been defrauded. I am feeling this way whilst the UK and U.S Government harbours criminally 

operating firms and crime families such as Betafence who lied to the U.S Treasury Department about 

their financial status in order to buy Hesco, when the funds they used for the merger were made from 

organised crime and stolen from my patents. 

When I started off it wasn’t about the money at all. I was young in my 20’s and wanted to change the 

world and make it better through my talent for innovation alongside the energy of my youth, 

innocent look on life and, a young man’s naivety. Back then I didn’t even believe in corruption or 

this type of crime and had a full and sincere belief in the integrity of the United Kingdom and U.S 

Governments and their respected law enforcement agencies to tackle this type of crime. I expected 

without question my work to be automatically safeguarded and protected, especially as I had paid 

both Governments in good faith. Had I known that the United Kingdom and United States are 

actually in bed with criminally run giant corporations and crime families, and that IP rights are just 

being defrauded and traded on a black market style system, I would never have invested anything at 

all. Perhaps the Government should be making public warnings that they will not enforce these types 
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of investments or tackle this type of crime before they take people’s money. It was and still is 

bewildering to know that the Patent Offices and Judiciary are just deliberately rubbishing and 

destroying IP rights and pandering to those controlling them and influencing them who are just 

allowed to carry on doing whatever they like, unpunished. I have learned that the value of human life 

is zero. Our lives are pointless, worthless and meaningless as long as Big Corp and crime families 

can lavish themselves in luxurious lives made by driving others into the grave. Proof is in the 

pudding – look at the state of the United Kingdom now. It is a mess. It’s as if centuries of bad karma 

has now caught up with them. They riot and protest about why the Country has fallen apart when it is 

of their own making by allowing serious crime and corruption to be carried out unhindered. It has 

destroyed the business environment. I gave everything to our nation – a monstrous amount of talent 

and entrepreneurship that has created new markets, opened up new jobs, livelihoods, industries and 

revenues and, all I got back is crimes against humanity, persecution and mental torture. 

IP crime has spread like a cancer across the U.K and the U.S economy will also be wiped out if it 

isn’t in serious trouble already. The people that are doing this need to be taken down and made an 

example of and it would very quickly stop this type of crime. China is now dominating the world 

because they have been allowed to flaunt everyone’s IP rights and steal and defraud everyone’s 

products and investments with cheap copies, counterfeits or fakes. Nobody is doing anything about it 

except blaming China. The proper enforcement of IP rights is as important as climate change because 

even if we save the planet from climate disaster, what worth would it have and what worth and 

meaning do any of us have in a materialistic world if innovation and progression is suffocated and 

killed? How will new business grow and prosper when those grass roots are being mowed down by 

criminals that don’t have the vision or talent to start and grow businesses that are the economies of 

tomorrow? Even if the argument is that they provide jobs and make tax revenues, those corporations 

will always be criminally run and it only leads to misery for all of their customers and staff. If they 

are taken down, new business to replace them will grow and flourish. For example: Tesla.  Imagine 

where my business would have been now had I not been delayed and defrauded that has wiped ten to 

fifteen years out of my life. I had already employed many people and had a massive retail listing as 

proven by the photos above. 

I don’t expect any help from the UK because the people running it are unprincipled, immoral, sleazy 

and corrupted. I will be issuing criminal charges myself this coming year. The patent system is a 

total failure and the U.S system or similar should be adopted. I’ve made these types of 

recommendations, but it falls on deaf ears. Your Government doesn’t want anyone to achieve, or be 

in a position to challenge their idiotic small minded little ways whilst the Country spirals down 

further and further into decay. It is not an environment that attracts anyone who is able to make any 

significant contribution.  

The point of all that is that I did more than my fare share for our Country society and I expected to 

have my rights protected and to be rewarded for my work. I’ve been made more or less stateless and 

not having any feeling of stability or any settled life anywhere. 

 

IP Crime Against Me. 

Products defrauded from my patents GB2390104 and GB2401616 and produced by worldwide firms. 

The people that did this are: Simpson Strong Tie (USA and Worldwide), Betafence (USA and 
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worldwide), FH Brundle, Britannia Fasteners and Birkdale Sales (USA and UK), Saint Gobain 

(Worldwide) and others. 

I went through six years of civil court cases against worldwide firms and their criminally operating 

law firms such as Collyer Bristow LLP and corrupted and bribed Government Departments such as 

the Bristol Official Receiver, the UK Police Force, the JCIO, the Attorney General, etc.  I faced a 

mountain of judicial crime and corruption designed to rubbish my intellectual property rights, 

bankrupt me and keep me bankrupted so that no claim could ever be brought for fraud against the 

suspects and their serious crime against me. I have set out a few of the offending products below to 

show illustrate the success I achieved and the value of my work. All of the products below are being 

sold globally by criminally operating US and European firms and collectively they are making 

billions of pounds from my work and investment. 

Below: Betafence. 

A fence bracket defrauded from my patent GB2390104 by Betafence, Britannia Fasteners, FH 

Brundle and Pankaj Mehru Engineering. 

 

         

 

 

 

Simpson Strong Tie: 

Below: two of at least 4 different products defrauded from patent GB2401616 by Simpson Strong 

Tie operating worldwide. I have a letter from them in 2004 claiming they didn’t have any interest in 
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me or my products only to be selling many many millions across the U.S and around the world 

through entities like Home Depot and Lowes etc. 

    

 

 

 

Saint Gobain: 

Below: Saint Gobain fixing used to install dry wall systems across Europe. I found this on sale when 

I went to Eastern Europe. They had a network of manufacturers set up (Favor AS) distributing 

around Europe. When I challenged Saint Gobain on conspiracy to defraud and IP fraud, they 

immediately removed all mention of Favor AS from their main website and deleted all connection to 

Saint Gobain. Unfortunately for them they couldn’t delete their Trademark Registration of ‘Favor 

AS’ in the OHIM and found in European Trademark Searches proving they were criminally 

masterminding IP fraud. This is defrauded from my patent GB2401616. Saint Gobain had previously 

refused to licence or manufacture from me again making excuses that they didn’t sell fencing to 

deceitfully try to evade liability for a criminal conspiracy to defraud me. 
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Below: Clopay Building Products fixing used in Garage door kits across North America. Defrauded 

from patent GB2401616.  

   

 

Below: Fence fixing defrauded from my patent GB2401616 by Birkdale Sales who’s parent Company is in the 

USA and part of the Plymouth Brethren little religious cult. All these people have done is taken my product 

and cut the body out of the flange to try and get around my patent. The Patent Office refuse to make any 

opinion on this infringement, which is a fraud. The people selling the product (Birkdale Sales, John 

Abernathie and Henry Hulme) are conspiring with FH Brundle who defrauded the other patent GB2390104 

with Betafence etc. The people involved went around the entire UK retail industry telling all of my customers 

that I was bankrupt and that they should order their defrauded product because it was 10 cents (5p) cheaper 

and that I wouldn’t be going back to business. The United Kingdom refused to do anything at all to stop it. 

Serious economic crime and IP fraud. They are still doing it and my patent is still in force.  
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US Patent 13/751, 174 – Railman® Fence Rail Clamp Tool. 

Recently granted this month Jan 2023 after 10 years. There has been a dispute over this patent for 

almost ten years. The USPTO argued and argued that I had to pay fees at a small entity rate instead 

of a micro entity rate because according to them I had been named on more than four patents despite 

never having had a U.S patent granted. I had paid all of the fees due and argued that the petition costs 

of petitioning the fees ought never had to have been paid at the higher rate.  Being in North America 

I have now come across more products being defrauded from my work and patents.  The UK and US 

patents would cover the following alleged defrauded product that is now being manufactured and 

distributed around the world by U.S firms and it is also being distributed in the UK. Your Patent 

Office refused to reinstate the UK Patent and now it is all clicking into place: that is most likely 

because they are being bribed and corrupted by the worldwide firms defrauding me and bribing your 

Government. 

The product is used in the medical field to adjustably strap medical devices to patients. I happened to 

come across it whilst my partner was in hospital in January 2022 and the nurse was trying to show 

me how to use it.  Obviously I instantly knew how because it has been derived from my patents. 

There is also a patent I filed that has drawings in it that are almost identical to the product. That 

application was only filed with the US and UK and other Patent Offices but never published because 

the crime had wiped out my finances from progressing it. Therefore this adds weight to my 

allegations that your Patent Office and those controlling it are running a black market in IP rights 

with the intention of defrauding patentees and deciding what they will steal before the applications 

are ever progress or granted. Anything they can’t have they destroy and rubbish.  I have repeatedly 

tried filing my second patent over the last few years as the first times I filed it my finances were 

wiped out by crime and I had to therefore withdraw the applications from being progressed. Now I 

am being blocked from filing it by those controlling the Patent Office. They are also now doing this 

in the USA and so I’ve made substantial complaints to the FBI, US Attorney General and US Secret 

Service liaison to the Whitehouse. I have not yet had any reply.  The suspect product is from the 

same collection of works and innovative process all relating to my Railman® and without doubt 

infringes my patents. When I saw this product in use I was heartbroken and took another emotional 

battering that I cannot forget.  

   

Above: alleged defrauded product strapped to a patient.  
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Below: drawing from my second patent that is from my Railman® innovations and copies of the UK 

filing patent papers and UK receipts. I have tried filing this earlier and several times and the UK 

refuse to file the applications and/or allow me to claim priority from my first Railman® patent 

because they are aiding and abetting the worldwide giant firms doing it and who have set up shop in 

the UK. 

   

 

Recognising the hospital device as being defrauded from my creations I immediately contacted the 

USPTO and made allegations of my patent 13/751, 174 and this previously filed one being defrauded 

and intentionally and deliberately delayed from being granted by the USPTO. I stated that it had 

been delayed under the hidden agenda and ruse of not paying correct fees when the office knew that 

was untrue.  I allege the USPTO are trading these IP rights with criminally run worldwide firms – 

exactly the same as the UK and I expect it is the same little group of privileged people doing it. 

After making these allegations, the USPTO responded within 2 days – it literally couldn’t have been 

any quicker. They must have had my letter, realised I had finally caught them and then tried to get 

themselves out of it by immediately granting my patent. I think they are hoping that I would go away 

and forget about them when they know that multi-billion dollar deals are being done and those 

monies rightfully belong to me and my engineering principles that I created. The patent stems from 

my Railman® innovations in construction that was a device to adjustably and releasably strap a 

beam to a post using the strap as leverage and an extra hand. I sent you an early prototype of this tool 

when you were Prince and at Clarence House.  

I have constructed many structures using the tool I created and developed, and now realise I 

accidently stumbled across and patented a new engineering principle. The patents were also granted 

in the UK many years ago and have been destroyed by crime with the assistance of the UK Patent 

Office who conspired with the criminally run U.S firms to defraud me. I was immensely proud of 

this innovation and was at the point of market ready product that I exhibited at trade shows. This is 

now unlikely to ever see the market place under my company and brand because it has been ruined. 

It took 3 years and testing of thousands of prototypes and R&D to get this tool to work properly and 

Cannot 

disclose to 

public 
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thousands of pounds of my investment of time, money and talent. I got nothing in return except 

crime and mental torture seeing billions being made from my creation and investment that took 

decades for me to earn and make. John Alty, Sean Dennehy, Tim Moss and Mandy Screen at the 

Patent Office are responsible and have since gone on a rampage of hate against me to destroy 

everything I created as they go down, which is exactly what criminals do. There is further undeniable 

evidence found recorded at a hearing I had at the Patent Office in June 2022, last year. I have 

undeniable proof of the Patent Office conspiring with the Defendants, their law firms and the Bristol 

Official Receiver largely Mitzi Mace, Hayley Bird and Mark Forge.  It is called fraud by abuse of 

position alongside about 20 other criminal offences. You’ve given Mr. Moss a CBE. I didn’t get a 

single penny or any recognition. Worse than less than nothing as outlined shortly. 

 

    

Above. Using the final prototype testing in Vancouver 2021. 

 

There are over 50-75 defendants involved that I can name and who are seemingly all connected in 

one way or another and I’ve published information on www.richardperry-versus.com with their 

names.  I have not been able to update the site since 2019 because I’ve been gathering evidence to 

publish, which I have now done. I will update the site this year. 

I now have proof of Judicial crime and Police Force corruption and fraud which will be published. I 

also have proof of conspiracy and crime at the UK Patent Office and other Government Departments 

to intentionally destroy everything I created that has a value of $40bn+.  I have proof of criminally 

run law firms committing serious crime to aid and abet Defendants undermining the UK, US and 

global economies – treasonous offences. 

 

Below: 

This is how my business was left after the total destruction of it at the hands of criminally operating 

US and UK firms and corruption by the United Kingdom. From the self-made success as shown in 

pictures, a thriving business of prosperity, travelling around the world with my own products, several 

warehouses full or repeating orders, 120+ patents, tradeshows, a full happy and pleasant life despite 

it being backbreaking relentless risky work, to being defrauded and left as below: 

http://www.richardperry-versus.com/
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A wreckage on a barn floor covered in bird shit. Dead.  

 

I imagine you don’t have any idea of what it feels like and how gut wrenching and sickening it 

is seeing all of your possessions destroyed and dumped and your international business that 

you’ve built from scratch being wrecked like a train wreck by criminals and Government’s 

Crimes Against Humanity. 

Most of my things had to be dumped whilst criminals make themselves billions of dollars from my 

work and investment. I only managed to salvage a few items which I had already boxed up and 

removed from my warehouse into storage. I had even collected boxes of clothes to ship to Canada to 

give out to the poor and homeless as a part of my philanthropy foundation work. Those boxes have 

been in storage for five years. Below is what is left of my prosperous enjoyable personal life before I 

was defrauded. As you can now see – it is a complete misery. I imagine it has been like watching 

your child being slaugthered in front of you and being poweless to do anything at all about it. Execpt 

this has been done to me over and over and over again. 

 

Looking at what I have contributed and in the proof shown above in photos, I demand to know why 

I got nothing.  I want the Palace to put in writing and justify why I got nothing and not only nothing 

but in fact far less than nothing and why the Head of State and reigning Monarch thinks it is 

perfectly ok that I got nothing and far less and much worse than nothing. I didn’t get any financial 

reward. I didn’t get any form of recognition whatsoever that should automatically be given with this 

level of achievement. I didn’t any titles or any land. I didn’t any medals or any knighthood or 

peerage. I got literally nothing except a battering and a bankruptcy. 

Please detail and justify the reason why not only did I get nothing for my pioneering and 

unprecedented accomplishments that have funded your Treasury, but why I’ve been left by your 

Government fighting severe corruption and serious crime at the highest levels, on my own against 

criminals and organized crime groups who have committed treasonous offences that undermine the 

economy. Treasonous offences which make a complete mockery of the value of my life and talent 
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and the lives of the People of the United Kingdom. I’m talking about the people that get out of bed in 

the morning and go to work – the good people who are the backbone of the Country. I’m not talking 

about people that just try to wrangle out of paying taxes or who overburden our justice system with 

their immoral and unlawful behaviour, or those that just want to destroy others or privileged people 

who just ruin others because they think they are untouchable and hide behind inherited titles and 

peerages that they haven’t earned nor deserve. Fingers are also being pointed at individuals at 

Blenheim Palace and Royal Family members heading up Government Departments such as the 

Department for Business, Innovation and Skills formerly the DTI. I’m talking about the people like 

me, investing our lives and everything we have into a Country that has degraded us, taken everything 

it can from us, given nothing back, fails to protect our investments and careers and which then leaves 

us for dead and unable to make ends meet. The proof is found just by looking at the state of the 

Country now. It is a laughing stock and the joke of the world.  

Looking in to the United Kingdom from outside, it is seen as a Country where one would be insane 

to invest in it. Organised crime and corruption has just been left to flourish because people don’t 

have any hope in life and they are totally lost and demoralized. No-one has any hope or positive 

outlook – the Country is bankrupt and rotten. 

The Palace has done absolutely nothing at all to intervene or administer law enforcement and justice.  

Again, not only has the Palace done nothing but it has by inaction also allowed the Government to 

barrage me with a relentless campaign of hate and terror for the last ten years just because it refuses 

to recognise or enforce intellectual property rights or anyone that stands their ground and demands 

their investments are enforced.  

Your Government has participated in serious and organised international economic crime and also 

perpetrated and been instrumental in the following events that has also been inflicted upon me:  

1. Your corrupted and bent criminally operated Judiciary committing serious criminal offences, 

(largely spearheaded and influenced by Mr. Justice Richard Hacon), to prevent justice and aid 

and abet worldwide firms to murder and destroy people. Deliberately denying access to 

evidence that proves serious crime and then making fraudulent judgement after fraudulent 

judgement with a sole purpose and intention of bankrupting me, smearing and severely 

defaming my reputation and business and intentionally rubbishing intellectual property rights 

in the United Kingdom. Refusing me all access to pro-bono help and legal assistance at the 

Royal Courts of Justice who were told to make excuses such as ‘there’s nobody here they’re 

all sick this week’ and then after my appeal hearing they contact me again asking if I need 

help when they know it is too late. These are hate crimes and obstructing justice. There are 

about ten judges involved in it. The same behaviour with the Chancery Bar Pro Bono Unit. 

 

2. I was left in absolute despair fighting worldwide firms known as Betafence and their little 

loser front firms known as FH Brundle and Britannia Fasteners, and their criminally run law 

firms known as Collyer Bristow LLP and Begbies Traynor Group LLP and Wake Smith LLP. 

When the UK Authorities challenged Betafence they suddenly closed their Sheffield plant 

and axed 300 jobs of decent people to try and show the Government how powerful they were. 

They later lied to the US Treasury Department in relation to sources of funds in order to buy 

Hesco. Themselves and those other firms were all falsifying hundreds of documents and 
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submitting them alongside false witness testimony to the Royal Courts of Justice and the 

corrupted Judges allowed them to get away with it. 

 

3. In that despair and as the cases went on for 6 years I was bashing my head in to my furniture 

and punching holes in doors and walls and being sick in the toilet. Constantly feeling suicidal 

and continuing to watch my lifetime’s work being destroyed and ripped apart -patent by 

patent, one by one. Every time I opened a letter it was informing me my patents had been lost 

and fees not paid because I had spent all of my money and income fighting serious and 

organised crime.  Not a single person, including you, came to my aid. All of the Authorities 

looking on in enjoyment and treating the situation as some kind of a sport – ‘who’s going to 

be the final murderer’ and ‘what else can we do to kill Mr, Perry’ kind of thing. I was on the 

brink of death for years. Every time I finally had had enough and went to take my own life 

other events would happen and save me. I see those events as divine intervention because I 

don’t know how I’m still alive. 

 

4. When I reported this to the Wiltshire Police in 2015 before I wrote to you in the August, I 

came up against more Police Force corruption and crime at Wiltshire Police.  DS Johnathan 

Lee (head of complex fraud) told me face to face in a meeting with him and his bimbo 

colleague that ‘I don’t know what crime is’ and then with a bright red face full of guilt he 

stated ‘I think there’s something called Passing On but I don’t know’ in relation to the 

Defendants using my name on their purchase orders with foreign manufacturers to order 

patent defrauded products to make it look as if I had given permission for them to use my 

patent which  had not. Mr. Lee knew full well the offence is called Passing Off which carries 

up to 12 years in prison. He then made fraudulent statements that he had clearly been told to 

say that had to have come directly out of the mouths of Collyer Bristow LLP and Patrick 

Wheeler and Stuart Baran which was “in order to prove fraud you have to prove patent 

infringement” which is an outright lie under the criminal law of conspiracy. They had been 

submitting thousands of pages of false witness testimony then Wasted Police Time which is 

another criminal offence. Mr. Lee then fobbed me off to the Chartered Institute of Patent 

Attorneys claiming they were sent up by the Government to tackle IP crime. This was also an 

outright lie as CIPO told me that wasn’t the case whatsoever. He then further misled me and 

told me to sue the Defendants again for patent infringement again when the Police should 

have taken action in 2015. There is now a complex fraud investigation being carried out by 

London Economic Crime Directorate who have refused to provide any update, ever. For at 

least 7 years the investigation has been going on which is bogus and never yields any result. 

Ian Younger of the City of London Police made many fraudulent statements and wrote letters 

claiming there wasn’t any judicial crime and that they’re not investigating anything and the 

matter is closed. Yet only last year another Police official told me by email that the 

Metropolitan Police cannot do anything because of the ‘ongoing action fraud investigation’.  

The Wiltshire Police had also lied and deceived me about the complaints process and then 

refused to uphold my complaint because I hadn’t complied with time lines which they 

deliberately didn’t inform me of when I made my complaint. Professor Allan Johns and other 

Officers involved deliberately trying to prevent Justice. 
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5. Wiltshire Police visited me years later in 2019 to intimidate me and told me not to write any 

more letters to the Queen in a ruse to prevent justice and silence me. They deliberately 

destroyed their body cam footage of the meeting that shows the evidence that they had told 

me they couldn’t do anything and told me to keep hounding the City of London Police for 

updates and answers of their investigation. Witnessed by my mother. Your treasonous Police 

Force refuse to provide any update or take ay action because their leadership is being bribed 

and prevented by the one or two people of privilege controlling the Police Force and who are 

perpetrating the IP crime. 

 

6. I was also constantly chewing through my lips due to the psychological torment and would 

wake up with blood on my pillow and my lips and gums all abrasive and bleeding. I couldn’t 

stop chewing my gums and lips through the sheer distress. 

 

7. I suffered horrifying, terrifying nightmares, that were, I would say, almost demonic and I 

would wake up with my mattress literally pouring water out of it. I must have sweated pints 

and pints of water. I still suffer nightmares now regularly and still almost 8 years later since I 

first reported this, nothing has been done, I’ve had to pay thousands of dollars for counselling 

and only last year after 8 years your corrupted City of London Police Force start sending me 

Victims of Crime leaflets. A God damn mockery and insult. 
 
 

8. I have been depersonalised and degraded beyond any Human Rights criteria and I have had 

my first marriage wrecked. For several years I could only spend one or two months with my 

first wife because I had to be in the UK fighting your Government’s corruption. It wrecked 

the marriage. Now I don’t feel like it is even worth re-marrying because the loss has drained 

the enthusiasm out of it. I don’t trust anyone I meet, I don’t have any respect for any 

Authority because it is all sleazy, loathsome and corrupted and I feel I have nobody and no 

Authority to turn to for help.  I have lost most of my friendships and relationships and my 

family ties have been ruined. I don’t have any faith in my current relationship because all I 

hear is spiteful, nasty and malicious comments from my partner because I continually don’t 

have any money and all I can talk about is being defrauded because of the way my life has 

been left. I’ve only been able to see my family once in four years and that isn’t anything at all 

to do with covid – it is because of serious and organised crime and corruption.  

 

9. In 2017 the situation was so bad after suffering more fraudulent judgments from Richard 

Hacon. Anthony Mann, Newey, Morgan and all the rest of them, I felt I had to flee the UK 

because of the death threats being made against me by the Defendants “we’re going to bury 

you in concrete” (witnessed by John Marriot). The Wiltshire Police making excuses and the 

Authorities intentionally inflicting misery and persecution upon me. Refusing to do anything 

and letting this carry on to try and drive me to my death through the despair caused by their 

inaction and silent treatment. This is serious and organised crime and corruption at the 

highest level and it is sheer terror. Your Government’s TERRORISM and manslaughter – 

because this may still well lead to my death. I’m not out of the woods yet. 
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10. Another time during this horror story your HMRC turned up at my house with bailiffs trying 

to kick our door down and take our possessions. HMRC were claiming that I owed them 

GBP40,000 in unpaid taxes when in fact I was demanding HMRC allowed me to carry 

forward tax losses which they refused to allow me to do and refused to repay me. I had never 

earned anywhere near 40,000 and was barely paying myself minimum wage because I was 

building up my business and investing every penny of my minimal income into it, which was 

totally destroyed. I told my mother to call the Police. I then spoke to HMRC and was told 

“that shouldn’t have happened – there should be a mountain of paperwork and a court case 

and a court order before it ever gets to that stage’. HMRC then sent a credit note and told me 

it was a mistake. It wasn’t a mistake – it was a deliberate persecution and witch hunt and 

intent to further batter down my strength of fighting the Government for my IP rights. They 

refused to ever compensate me or my family. 

 

11. Companies House continually suing all of my businesses because I defeated them in Court 

for unlawful ‘late penalty fees’ which were totally illegal because their system was a total 

mess. They were suing businesses around the Country for late filing when they didn’t have 

the system nor equipment to be able to properly conduct online filing. My win (Registrar of 

Companies vs United Fence Products, Inc. Ltd) led them to have to overhaul their entire 

system and it must have cost them millions of pounds. Ever since their loss they have been on 

a persecution and witch hunt constantly closing down my companies as soon as they can find 

any excuse to do so. They have changed their system so that the notes I made on my 

Company file reflecting my win is hidden and their crime concealed from the public. 

 

12. Intentional and criminal freezing of my business websites and email addresses so that it is 

impossible for customers to contact me because the emails have been deliberately blocked by 

your criminal Government. I have had many conversations with engineers at my hosting 

provider who have spent hours trying to figure out the issues and I was told that the emails 

and URLS have been intentionally restricted. Your Government and the criminals they are in  

bed with have done everything they can to destroy me and prevent my business from trading 

and to allow their counterfeit and patent defrauded products to saturate the entire market. 

This is highly illegal and serious economic crime. Suspects like Birkdale Sales, John 

Abernathy and Henry Hulme, Richard Brundle, Michael Brundle, Abigail Abernathie and 

their little criminal Plymouth Brethren Cult that treats women like slaves and unworthy of 

opinion or life. All of these people should be jailed and their businesses terminated. They 

were setting up new companies trying to ringfence assets and proceeds from crime after 

according to themselves trading ‘lawfully’ for 120 years. 

 

13. Defrauding my 15 years established UK mobile number that was in use for all of my 

businesses to making it impossible for customers to contact me who still want to order my 

products. I haven’t been able to return to business at all since I was defrauded and yet still 

occasionally messages from previous customers manage to get through asking if I’m still in 

business and if they can still order my Fencebrackets®. This demonstrates the enormous 

success I made and the precise reason why criminals targeted me and defrauded everything I 
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created in lawful and peaceful way. I have not had any peace in my life for now over a 

decade. Nothing but torment, terror and sadness. I took this issue up with O2 when I was in 

the UK in June 2022 and was told by the operator that someone had phoned O2 pretending to 

be me, gave false details and claimed that I asked to transfer my number to Orange mobile 

who have been bankrupt for almost a decade. I could not get the number back. This was done 

fraudulently and maliciously to do everything possible to stop me taking up my business 

unless I change all the numbers and have everything presenting my number reprinted etc. 

  

14. I had my own property in 2002. A cheap tiny little dump which I paid a few thousand pounds 

for. However, I’m not an idiot and could see the potential in the area where I bought it and 

years later the value doubled and I sold it to put the money into my patents and products. The 

area a few years after that was then redeveloped because I bought commercial property near a 

waterfront location in a poor but up and coming area. Had I done nothing at all and not 

invested in IP rights or the United Kingdom I would be a multi-millionaire by just sitting on a 

shitty property worth a couple of thousand quid. I would have sold it, developed it, moved on 

and sold and developed more, and at least would have had peace and enjoyment from doing 

it. Instead the money was stolen and lost to criminals and your thieving Government. I got 

nothing. 

 

15. The loss of all of my romantic relationships. I had several romantic relationships with 

different girls; many of which I thought I could have married. All of those relationships (one 

of 6 years, one of four years and several of a couple of years) I had to end to concentrate on 

my products and business and then the rest were torn apart by the consequences of the crime 

against me. On one occasion I was so mentally traumatised by the situation going on that I 

broke up with one girl because of it after 3 – 4 years. I have written about this many times 

now but when she was calling me afterwards I could see the phone ringing and her number 

flashing on the display but couldn’t answer it. I just looked at it paralysed not even being able 

to remember why this person was calling and what could she possibly want? Months later I 

realised she had been calling for a long time and I never answered. This is called mental 

torture inflicted by organised crime. That time of my life is just lost like a ghost. I often 

wonder where those relationships would have gone. 

 

16. Serious fraud and participation in serious international economic crime at your United 

Kingdom Patent Office. I have already written extensively to you about this issue as proven 

by your response to me shown below. To inform you of more recent events within the last 

two or three years I allege that those controlling and administering the Office are being 

bribed, corrupted and influenced by criminals and they are running a highly illegal black 

market in IP rights. Trading and defrauding patent applications and deciding what they are 

going to take and steal unbeknown to the applicant who has a misguided faith in the operating 

of that Office. The UK Patent Office who are intentionally rubbishing and terminating patents 

that they can’t have or divulging information to criminals so that they can start defrauding 

patents before they’ve ever been granted. Their next tactic is then delay – they delay the 

granting of the patent for as long as possible so that either the markets have gone and the 

criminals have defrauded it so the patents are worthless, or they are deliberately stifling and 

curtailing trade and investment. Next they then fail to send renewal notices. They did this to 
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me after I was bankrupted so that all of my patents were slowly and quietly lost one by one 

because I had so many applications and patents in the works that without the notices it is 

extremely difficult to keep a track of it.  I had 120 patent applications, 22 granted patents, 

trademarks, designs etc. The Office is obliged by law to send those notices and they 

deliberately didn’t do so in order to inflict as much loss upon me as possible. Then they 

refuse to provide renewal certificates for the ones I did pay that I knew of. The Office has 

again deliberately made it as difficult a possible for me to pay the renewals because they 

refused to notify me. I only caught on to it after several years because then I realised what 

they were doing when I was wondering one day what had happened to all of my patents. 

 

Last year I had a meeting on 6th June 2022 with the Patent Office to try and reinstate my 

patents.  I have discovered that they were conspiring with the suspects and the Bristol Official 

Receiver to do as much damage to me as possible literally trying to murder me and take me 

down. I have proof in emails passing between themselves and the suspects with their 

intention to destroy all of my IP rights. Since this situation started John Alty and Sean 

Dennehey and then later Tim Moss authored dozens of deceitful and fraudulent letters to 

prevent justice and prevent me from enforcing my IP rights. Last year those involved were 

still doing the same thing and trying to pass blame and liability onto the Official Receiver 

when they knew that they were participating in serious crime. Under the leadership and crime 

of Tim Moss they were standing people up against me one after another to make false 

statements to deceive me and were literally using employees as a shield wall to carry out 

crime against me to try to conceal the wrong doing and over 20 criminal offences. Those 

involved that I know of are Tim Moss, Mandy Screen, Martin Hill, Mrs. Taylor in the PD 

hearing department, Jamie Frost and some other loser in the legal department who had been 

falsifying dates on correspondence and writing deceitful letters to subtly try to conceal their 

organised crime and try to pass blame onto me. This is called fraud and evasion of liability by 

deception.  The Office has now intentionally blocked me from filing my work. I have tried 

filing patents almost a dozen times in 2022 and sent the same application by recorded 

delivery at least twice. They claim they haven’t received it when there is a delivery signature 

on at least two letters and on a third one they have signed for it under the name ‘Perry’. I 

demanded to know if they employed anyone with the surname ‘Perry’ and they refuse to 

respond. They also refuse to accept my applications by email. In 2021 when I had tried 

reinstating my patents Mandy Screen deliberately made decisions on my applications to 

terminate them even before I had a chance to respond by the deadline I was given. To Clarify: 

I was to respond by February and they terminated my patents in December when they were 

legally unable to make any decision at all until at least after February. This is intentional 

destruction of property. I will be bringing criminal charges against the Patent Office this year 

if nothing is done immediately. 

 

17.  Corrupting and interfering the International Criminal Courts who inform me they don’t think 

there is any evidence for any claim and that I should stop sending them any correspondence 

when in fact NO CLAIM HAS EVER BEEN MADE because I’ve yet to submit one. I’ve 

made enquiries about how to submit a claim and what should go in it. I’ve also copied them 

in on correspondence but never made any claim which I intend to do. The only reason the 

ICC would refuse a claim before it has ever been made is if they were being influenced and 
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corrupted and bribed by your Government trying to conceal murderous barbaric crimes 

against its own civilians. 

 

18. I have been ostracised and kept from permanently returning to the UK or from being able to 

rebuild my thriving business. When I returned with the intention of trying to set up my 

business again it was impossible because of the consequences above. I no longer have the 

savings I begun with and nobody will get involved or finance anything because of this 

situation and all of my work has been defrauded. The suspects have gone around the entire 

UK construction industry telling retailers not to buy my products and citing the results of the 

civil cases that were caused by their serious fraud. 

 

19. Government Agents following me and partner around taking photos of me and trying to 

intimidate me and glean information about my life. Bugging my mother’s house and carrying 

out unlawful surveillance because I’m standing up to Government serious crime. I’m not a 2 

year old child. I know when people are following me around and taking photos of me. Your 

Government nor the Canadian Government has any lawful right to be following me at all. I’m 

not the criminal – I’m the God damn victim. It is barbaric and abusive. Making my life as 

much of a misery as possible and to make some sort of point to make me know I am being 

watched and monitored when I went about my business in a lawful peaceful way.  

 

20. All of my aspirations, enthusiasm, dreams and goals with my products and business have 

been completely smashed to pieces. I wanted to be proud of a professional career, success 

and achievements. I had a dream of having my own large country estate with my own private 

office with all of my patent certificates and notices of achievements hung up on the walls. To 

show myself I led a grateful purposeful life and did the best I could and pushed my abilities 

beyond all expectations. It took many years since I was bankrupted and suicidal to try and 

rebuild my confidence and enthusiasm to restart my business and career. On 1st Jan 2021 I 

refiled a range of patents I had been working on and that never progressed the first time I 

filed them because of the crime. I couldn’t pay for them in 2021 and so I refiled again in 

2022. I decided to put on a brave face and overcome the monstrous gut wrenching fearful and 

intimidated frame of mind I was in to find my love and passion again. Very shortly after 

those filings and after I had then exposed and made public the treasonous black market in IP 

rights that those controlling the Patent Office are running, I was then deliberately blocked 

from filing anything else at all from their hatred and malice because I’ve ended and upset 

their organised crime ring.  Again it has made my life and even small dream/goal of getting 

my career back a total misery. Every time I think about my patents and look at the work it 

brings up terror from the suffering I endured and sorrow and shame for trying to achieve 

something. These are crimes against humanity. I would like the Palace to explain why I 

should be prevented from progressing my life and making achievements and growing as a 

person and professionally and why I got nothing, whilst revenues from my accomplishments 

line your Treasury and pockets. 

 

I can write a thousand pages about this war. Above is just the tip of the iceberg. Your Government is 

a torturing, terrorising, thieving, murdering Government.  
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Your Government has breached every Article in the Human Rights Act and has terrorised me, 

persecuted me and committed crimes against humanity and I demand compensation and damages. 

Here’s a copy of one of the few letters I received from your Secretary when I had informed Clarence 

House of this situation years and years ago at the same time when I had also reported it to the 

Wiltshire Police. I was completely fobbed off and deceived and left to fight a war against serious and 

organised crime all on my own. When I received this letter I was extremely disappointed that there 

would be such apathy and disinterest in criminally run worldwide firms and corrupted Government 

Departments being allowed to operate unmonitored and uncontrolled by the Authorities of the 

Country – destroying people’s lives. Clarence House did nothing when this situation could have been 

prevented or at least the losses could have been stopped 8 years ago. The late Queen didn’t do 

anything at all either. Not intervening in anything and leaving every issue to a corrupted Government 

has gradually eroded all powers of the Monarchy. A foolish Monarchy. I have heard that apparently 

Government Officials need no longer swear loyalty to the Crown and why would they when they can 

just do whatever the hell they like without any punishment?  

The most useful thing that you can do with your reign as King is to take action in the IP rights issue 

and punish EVERYBODY that has been involved in reducing it to waste. Make history and make a 

point to your Rule as Monarch. Resolve this situation for everyone and clean up the crime around 

intellectual property rights. Protect everyone investing their time, money, love and passion into their 

creations that are the future economies of tomorrow. Nothing else means anything at all, OR, of 

course, just keep delivering the nice Christmas message!  I watched your first Christmas message as 

King; it was nice…lully. 

 Below: letter received from your Secretary Ms. Claudia Spens (M.V.O) in August 2015: 
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I would like a meeting arranged with the Palace and a proper update provided in the complex fraud 

investigation that is apparently being carried out and yet one that never yields any results. A bogus 
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and insincere investigation to try to ‘out-live’ me and the statute of limitations and to prevent and 

deter me from taking the action in the criminal courts myself.   

 

This is what I want: 

1. To receive the value of my accomplishment in compensation and damages which is in excess 

of twenty five billion pounds. I’m expecting to be paid the full value of my work plus 

damages for the unprecedented suffering and mental and psychological torture your Country 

has inflicted upon me. 

 

2. ALL of the suspects to be prosecuted and jailed including the Judges involved, the 

Government Officials involved and the criminally operating law firms to be struck off with 

criminal sanctions imposed.  The criminally obtained bankruptcy order made against me in 

2015 to be officially rescinded immediately. I now have proof in the Court transcripts of 

judicial crime. Those transcripts had been denied by the Judges involved and now finally last 

year I’ve extracted them from the Judiciary and they prove fraudulent judgement after 

fraudulent judgement was made. 

 

3. Your Order to the Patent Office and Government to unblock my email addresses that have 

been deliberately blocked and suspended to prevent me from trading or being able to rebuild 

my business and, in addition, the restrictions imposed criminally and maliciously to prevent 

me from filing my innovation work at the Patent Office, lifted. 

 

4. My patent work to be returned to me and ALL granted IP rights to be restarted from Day 1.    

I understand that this can only be done by Royal Consent. 

 

Please make resolving this situation for me a priority. This should have been stopped a decade ago 

when criminals used your corrupt and bent Judiciary to bring malicious prosecutions against me. 

Thank you for your time.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard Perry 
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